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Spread Spectrum and CDMA: Principles and ApplicationsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2005
Spread spectrum and CDMA are cutting-edge technologies widely used in operational radar, navigation and telecommunication systems and play a pivotal role in the development of the forthcoming generations of systems and networks.
    This comprehensive resource presents the spread spectrum concept as a product of the advancements in wireless IT,...


		

Environmental Foresight and Models: A ManifestoElsevier Limited, 2002

	Policy-makers and the public, it has famously been said, are more interested in the possibility of non-linear dislocations and surprises in the behaviour of the environment than in smooth extrapolations of current trends. The International Task Force in Forecasting Environmental Change (1993-1998) dedicated its work to developing procedures...


		

Introduction to Airborne Radar, Second Edition (Aerospace & Radar Systems)SciTech Publishing, 1998

	The completely rewritten and revised Second Edition updates a famous work originally published by the Hughes Aircraft Company. Much more than a simple introduction, the book is actually a history, reference, tech manual, and textbook rolled into one beautiful illustrated volume, packed with full color photos, drawings, tables and charts, plus...






		

The Driver: My Dangerous Pursuit of Speed and Truth in the Outlaw Racing WorldIt Books, 2007

	On his deathbed, Alex Roy's father dropped tantalizing hints about the notorious Cannonball Run of the 1970s, the utterly illegal high-speed nonstop race from New York to L.A. that was nothing at all like the one portrayed in the Burt Reynolds movie.


	Inspired by his father's dying words, and against the advice of his loyal,...


		

Introduction to Electronic Defense Systems, Second Edition (Artech House Radar Library)SciTech Publishing, 2006
In my government position I am responsible for military research and technology for the Italian armed forces. During my coordination work with the Western European Armament Group: Panel I1 (Research and Technology), discussions have often been of a highly technical nature. It is certainly easier to make management decisions with an adequate...

		

Fourier Transforms in Radar and Signal Processing (Artech House Radar Library)Artech House Publishers, 2003
Fourier transforms are used widely, and are of particular value in the analysis of single functions and combinations of functions found in radar and signal processing. Still, many problems that could have been tackled by using Fourier transforms may have gone unsolved because they require integration that is difficult and tedious. Now you can solve...





		

Jump-Starting America: How Breakthrough Science Can Revive Economic Growth and the American DreamPublicAffairs, 2019

	The untold story of how America once created the most successful economy the world has ever seen and how we can do it again.

	

	The American economy glitters on the outside, but the reality is quite different. Job opportunities and economic growth are increasingly concentrated in a few crowded coastal enclaves....


		

Degunking Microsoft OfficeParaglyph, 2005
Degunking Microsoft Office covers the basics to help you quickly get your PCs back to top performance.  The unique thing about Degunking Microsoft Office is that it's organized according to the special "cleaning" process that will improve the performance of your computer. Shortcut and time calculation charts are provided...

		

Making Waves: The Story of Ruby Payne-Scott: Australian Pioneer Radio Astronomer (Astronomers' Universe)Springer, 2013

	This book is an abbreviated, partly re-written version of "Under the Radar - The First Woman in Radio Astronomy: Ruby Payne-Scott." It addresses a general readership interested in historical and sociological aspects of astronomy and presents the biography of Ruby Payne-Scott (1912 – 1981). As the first female radio astronomer...






		

Radar System Performance Modeling, Second EditionArtech House Publishers, 2004
This book addresses the needs of system analysts for radar models and analysis
tools. It describes the basic principles of radar operation, how radar is configured
and used in military and civilian systems, and how to analyze and model radar at the
system level. The book presents and explains equations, computational methods,...

		

Physics of Multiantenna Systems and Broadband Processing (Wiley Series in Microwave and Optical Engineering)John Wiley & Sons, 2008
Written by three internationally known researchers, this authoritative reference on the merits of MIMO systems provides a sound theoretical basis for its practical implementation. The book also addresses the important issues related to broadband adaptive processing. Physics of Multiantenna Systems and Broadband Processing provides readers...

		

Rules of Play: Game Design FundamentalsMIT Press, 2003


	For hundreds of years, the field of game design has drifted along under the radar of culture, producing

	timeless masterpieces and masterful time-wasters without drawing much attention to itself-without, in fact,

	behaving like a "field" at all. Suddenly, powered by the big bang of computer technology, game design has...
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